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ABSTRACT 
Let G be an irreducible simple classical algebraic subgroup of SL (n, C), the n x n 
matrices of determinant one. We discuss the problem of classifying all invertible linear 
maps T on M(n, C) such that T(G) E G. This has already been solved with two general 
exceptions. We show how to eliminate one of these two cases. In general, T must have 
the form 
T(X) = PXQ or T(X) = PX’Q 
for suitable invertible matrices P and Q. 
I. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
Let K be a subfield of the complex numbers C, and, Km = {a = 
(a,, . . . , a,)Ia,EK}. Let K[X] = K[x,,..., r,] be the polynomial ring in 
m commuting indeterminates. If V is an algebraic set in Km, we are 
interested in classifying all linear maps T on Km such that T(V) C V. In this 
generality the problem has no pleasant solutions, but in the case that V is an 
irreducible simple classical algebraic group in the general linear group, there 
has been considerable progress. The purpose of this note is to mention some 
relevant results in the literature and to outline a verification of one simple case 
which has previously been unproved. 
Let M( n, K) be the n x n matrices over K, and GL( n, K) be the general 
linear group of invertible matrices in M(n, K). An algebraic group G is a 
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subgroup of GL(n, K) which is an algebraic set, i.e., G is the set of zeros of a 
finite collection of polynomials in K [ X], the polynomials in n2 variables. We 
will say that G is a classical simple group if its closure in the complex topology 
is an algebraic group in GL(n, C), its center is finite (a collection of scalars), 
and, modulo its center, it is simple in the usual sense. The irreducible simple 
algebraic groups over the complex numbers were classified by Dynkin [4]. 
Following Dixon [3], we let Fix(G) be the set of invertible linear maps T 
on M( n, K) such that Z’(G) C G. Dixon showed that every member of Fix(G) 
is surjective and hence that Fix(G) is a group. He also proved the following 
result, sometimes called the “going up” theorem. 
LEMMA 1. Let V be un algebraic set in K I”. Let T be an invertible linear 
map leuving V invuriant. Let f, , . . . , f, be a set of polynomials in K [ X ] whose 
set of common zeros is V. Suppose that L is an extension field of K and that W is 
the algebraic set in L[ X ] consisting of the zeros of fi, . . . , f,.. Then the linear 
transformation S which extends T to L”’ satisfies S(W) c W. 
REMARK. Lemma 1 places no restrictions on K. Thus many linear pre- 
server problems may be tackled (without loss of generality) over algebraically 
closed fields. It is then usually an easy matter to restrict the results to the 
original field. There are two obvious advantages to working over an alge- 
braically closed field. First, access to eigenvalues is not a problem: second, the 
tools of algebraic geometry are more effective. 
We next give some examples of algebraic groups for which the linear 
preservers are known. 
EXAMPLE 1. G = SL( n, C), the special linear group of matrices of deter- 
minant one. Any linear map preserving G obviously preserves GL(n, C) and 
the preservers of GL(n, C) were determined in [6]. If T preserves GL(n, C), 
then T must have one of the following two forms: 
T( A) = PAQ, 
T(A) = PA& 
(*) 
where P and Q are invertible and At is the transpose of A. If we wish to 
preserve SL( n, C), we simply restrict P and Q so that det( PQ) = 1. 
REMAHK. For G an irreducible simple algebraic group, Fix(G) probably 
has the form (*) with suitable restrictions on P and Q. 
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REMARK. The authors in [6] did not assume that T was invertible; this 
followed in the proof. There are some cases of real orthogonal groups being 
preserved by noninvertible maps. 
REMARK. By Lemma 1, we can replace C with a subfield and still obtain 
the same result for Fix(G). 
EXAMPLE 2. G = SO(n, K) = {AeSL(n, K)] AAr= 1,). In this case, 
Fix(G) was obtained [2] for any field of characteristic not 2. The members of 
Fix(G) have the form (*). 
EXAMPLE 3. G = Sp(2n, R), the real symplectic group. In [7], the author 
showed that any linear map preserving G is invertible and again that Fix(G) 
has the form (*). 
REMARK. It is likely that any linear preserver of Sp(2n, K) must be 
invertible if K has suitably many elements. 
Dixon’s main result (stated in the following paragraph as Theorem 1) 
unified many of the scattered results indicated above. 
THEOREM 1. Let K be a subfield of C, n > 3. Let G be an absolutely 
irreducible simple algebraic subgroup of SL( n, K ). Then every member of 
Fix(G) must have the form (*), with ( possibly) two exceptions: 
(i) n = 4, G a representation of SL(2, K), 
(ii) n = 2 m, G a representation of SO(m, K) with m odd. 
The method of proof used Dynkin’s paper on the classification of simple 
Lie groups and maximal subgroups over the complex numbers. It is suspected 
that neither of the two cases mentioned in the statement of Theorem 1 will 
actually yield exceptions. In fact, we will eliminate exception (i) in this note. 
THEOREM 2. Let K and G satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 1. Let G be 
an absolutely irreducible representation of SL(2, K) of degree 4. Then Fix(G) 
has the form (*). 
II. PROOFS 
We will assume from Lemma 1 that K = C. The proof of Theorem 2 is 
relatively easy because all irreducible representations of SL(2, C) are known to 
within equivalence. In particular, Lemma 2 is known, but we sketch a proof 
for completeness. 
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LEMMA 2. To within equivalence, there is only one group G satisfying the 
hypotheses of Theorem 2. The representation is given by X + P3( X ), where P, is 
the third power transform, i.e., the restriction of X @ X @ X to the space of 
completely symmetric tensors. 
Proof. From [l, Chapter 5.51 or [5, Chapters 6.1, 6.21, every irreducible 
representation of SL(n, C) is an irreducible component of the mth tensor 
product representation X -B X @ . * * 8 X for some m. The irreducible invari- 
ant subspaces of X @ * * * @3 X are in l-l correspondence with the Young 
tableaus of S,. For a given tableau, the dimension of the corresponding 
subspace is the number of ways integers between 1 and n can be entered in 
the tableau so that the row entries do not decrease and the column entries 
increase. If n = 2, we obtain a four-dimensional subspace only if the columns 
of the tableau are 2,2, . . . ,2,1,1,1. The symmetrizer (or projection) of the 
mth tensor product is given explicitly in [l] or [5]. One observes that since the 
second exterior power of a two-dimensional space is one-dimensional, the 
number of columns of length two has no effect on the representation, and this 
completes the proof. n 
We describe the map P3 explicitly as follows: map the matrix 
to the third power transform 
i 
a3 a’b ab2 b3 
P3(Q) = 
3a2c a2d + 2abc b2c + 2abd 3b2d 
3ac2 c2b + 2acd ad2 + 2bcd 3bd2 ’ 
C3 c2d cd2 d3 
Proof of Theorem 2. We assume that T is an invertible linear map on 
M(4, C) satisfying the property that for every X E SL(2, C), there is a YE 
SL(2, C) such that T( P3( X)) = P3(Y). The function P3 is defined on all 2 x 2 
matrices, and thus it is easy to check that T( P3( X )) = P3( Y) for any complex 
2 x 2 matrix X. Also note that if P3( A) = P3( B), then A = w B, where 
w3 = 1. Thus if (X) is the line in M(2, C) generated by X, then T determines 
a one-one correspondence cp between the lines of M(2, C) given by 9((X)) = 
(Y) if T(P,(X)) = P3(Y). S ince T is surjective on the matrices P3( X), X E 
SL(2, C), one verifies easily that cp is surjective on the lines of M(2, C). 
Let A and B be any two linearly independent matrices in M(2, C). 
Suppose that T( P3( A)) = P3( D) and T( P3( B)) = P3( E). For x and y complex 
numbers, consider T( P3( xA + yB)), a matrix whose entries are homogeneous 
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cubic polynomials in r and y. Write T( Ps( XA + yB)) as f’d M( r, Y)), where 
M(x,y)= ; ; 
[ 1 
and (Y, 0, y, 6 are algebraic functions of x and y which are homogeneous of 
degree 1. Assume, say, that a! # 0. Now o3 and (r2/3 are in C[ x, Y]; hence 
0 = of, where f is a homogeneous rational function of x and y of degree 0. 
Thus we “factor” cr out of M( x, y) and write M( x, y) = 01 N( x, y), and all 
entries in N( x, y) are rational functions of x and y degree 0. Not all four 
entries in N( x, y) are constant; this would contradict the linear independence 
of C and D and hence that of A and B. Suppose that f is not constant. Write 
f = p/q, where p, 9 E C[ x, y] have no common factors. Since 93 must divide 
03, we must have p and 9 linear. Now M( x, 0) = w x C and M(0, y) = {yD 
for w3 = l3 = 1; Thus M( x, y) is a linear combination of C and D. 
It follows that (o preserves coplanarity, i.e., if three lines lie in the same 
plane, so do their images under (o. By the fundamental theorem of projective 
geometry, ~0 is induced by a semilinear map S. It is easy to check that the 
linearity of T together with the property of the representation P3 forces S to 
be linear. Clearly S preserves invertibility, so we conclude from [6] (see 
Example 1 above) that S must have the form (*). It follows from the 
homomorphic property of P3 that to within transposing T has the form 
T(P,(X)) = +qP3(W) = qqP3pp3(q~3(Q) 
for suitable invertible P and Q and constants o(X). Another simple calcula- 
tion shows that o(X) must be independent of X, and this completes the 
proof. n 
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